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Whyy do we see high turnout in one election, and low turnout
inn the next? What influences whether people will
participatee in some elections, but not ig others? We know
thatt individual characteristics determine to a large degree
whyy individuals vote or not. However, individual
characteristicss do not explain everything: the characteristics
off the election also determine whether potential voters
becomee definite voters, and explain why some elections see.
higherr turnout than others.
Too give an account of individual behavior being affected b y
contextt is not new. However, this study shows that it is too
simplee to assume, as is often the case, that context is of equal
significancee to all individuals. In short, the influence of
contextuall characteristics is dependent on individual
characteristics.. To illustrate this, empirical work undertaken,
inn this study examined the specific effect of the closeness of
thee election on individual voters. This work shows that
althoughh the closeness of the election is identical for all
voters,, its effect is not equal for all. If the rains start to fall,
nfttt all n f ' i i c ' n a t u/At
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